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This self-paced guide to citation form is a perfect match for any basic Legal Writing and Research

course. Cite-Checker is a short, concise book providing students with everything they need to learn

and master proper citation form according to The Bluebook. A readable and pragmatic guide, this

valuable text offers thorough explanations of important concepts as well as self-checking exercises

to help students master the concepts discussed.   This worthwhile text introduces students to all

areas of citation form in a concise yet thorough manner:    self-paced tutorial includes rules,

exercises, and answers   explains the rules established in the 18th edition of The Bluebook and

provides a complete and thorough overview of citation form   hands-on exercises in every chapter

guide students through all essential topics and answer keys to the exercises are also included  

chapters presented in a logical, step-by-step format to help students build confidence with citation

skills   a section on preparing tables of authorities for briefs and court documents highlights a topic

not covered in either The Bluebook or the ALWD Citation Manual
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For anyone just going into school for the law, or paralegal profession, or anyone considering doing

legal research, this book is a MUST! I have never before heard of needing a book to help you

decipher a book, but here we are. The 'Blue Book' is one of the hardest to understand reference

books on the face of the planet, and possibly the galaxy as well. I lovingly referred to the blue book

as the 'Necronomicon', because it is evil sandwiched between pages of text that at first seemed to



have been penned in ancient Aramaic. During my legal research class I was completely happy to

have Cite Checker in my bag as I watched my classmates rip the hair from their heads in total

frustration of having to find citation rules in the blue book because our profession was a cruel and

soulless woman! (J/K)To sum this up, this book will save you time, money on migraine remedies,

sanity, and save your fluffy follicles from being yanked from your scalp in frustration. It is clearly

penned, and explains the blue book in a way you wish the blue book explained itself in. I rate this

book highly, and will keep it for years to come.

Very helpful to understand (and sometime replace) Bluebook.

opened this book yet but I received it already and saved money off bookstore prices, even used

versions were pricey at the store

If it wouldn't have been for the down to earth explainations, I NEVER would have made it through

the Bluebook citation class!

This is an awesome tool for paralegals, attorneys, or anyone who would like extra help with learning

to cite check and use the blue book. I highly recommend it.
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